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Aim of the survey
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We are at our best when we campaign on issues we are passionate
about, and when we do the things that make a difference.
As we start to shape our organisation for the post-Brexit period, we
wanted to hear from you about what you would value as a supporter.
This short survey will help us evolve into an organisation that you
want to continue to support.

Survey Responses
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Undertaken between 21 Oct 20 to 18 Nov 20
Shared via email lists and member only private Facebook groups of:
• Berkshire for Europe
• Open Britain Berkshire
• Maidenhead for EU

Also circulated by affiliated groups (Bracknell, Slough, Wokingham)

Three main questions
•

What do you care about personally?
•

•

Understanding our supporters

What issues matter to you that you would support us addressing as a
campaigning organisation?
•

•
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Understand what you want to campaign about

What should we be to address these issues?
•

Understand the kind of organisation you would support

Supplementary questions
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• What else would you add ?
•

Capture anything not included in the original options

• How enthusiastic are you to campaign?
•

Allows us to weight the responses based on enthusiasm to campaign

• Who is your Member of Parliament?
•

Allows us to plan geographically

Response Demographic
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Responses by Constituency

Responses by Group

13
13

B4E
39

49

OBB

Theresa May (Maidenhead)

6
20

14

Matt Rodda (Reading East)
John Redwood (Wokingham)
Alok Sharma (Reading West)

M4E
44

James Sunderland (Bracknell)

23
42

Adam Afriyie (Windsor)
Others

What do you care about personally?
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What do you care about personally? (Weighted for Top Priority and Very Much Responses)
Protecting democracy
Health, well-being, and happiness
The society in which you live & participate in
Fighting economic inequality
Environmental Issues and Climate Change
Your European identity

Employment and future prospects
The image of the UK at home and abroad
The prosperity of your town, region, country
M4EU

B4E

OBR

Deduction: Thinking in the broadest context, you care about a wide range of issues with Democracy clearly top of the
list ahead of personal and societal issues

What issues matter to you that
you would support us addressing
as a campaigning organisation?
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What issues matter to you (number of responses) ?
Loss of rights of EU citizens / UK citizens in Europe
Honesty and standards in public life
Electoral reform to address democratic process
Risk to standards post Brexit
Campaign to Rejoin the EU
Environmental issues & climate change
Assisting EU Citizens in the UK
The UK’s vulnerability and fragility outside of the EU
Social & healthcare, Medical research
Securing International trade and commerce deals
Other:
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Deductions:
• A favoured top 3 (or top 5), which can be characterized as the cause, enablement and consequences of
Brexit. You would support us campaigning on these core issues.
• Citizens’ rights the top answer – we believe this reflects in part concern over Free Movement?
• Other issues matter, but a significant reduction in support

What other issues matter to you?
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There were few ‘Other’ responses,
but most common were:
•
•
•
•
•

Freedom of Movement
Education
Accountability
Democracy
Proportional Representation

These are consistent with the overall theme of
the cause, enablement and consequences of
Brexit
Word Cloud where size of text reflects frequency of mention

How Enthusiastic are you to Campaign?
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Increasing enthusiasm

70% of respondents answered 6 or higher, and half 8 or higher

What should we be (the ‘How’) ?
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What should we be? (Most Important or Important, >5 Enthusiasm to Campaign
An Organisation campaigning to rejoin the EU
A local influencer of the public, public figures and organisations
Work with local political parties as and where appropriate
An organiser of local campaigns
A Berkshire influencer within national organisations and campaigns
A source of comment and information in Berkshire
A local association for like minded souls
M4EU

B4E

OBB

Deductions:
• You value local action more than our national contribution, as part of the long-term campaign to Rejoin
• Influencing others remains a priority

Next steps
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Now until Christmas:
• Continue the tactical No to No Deal campaign and respond to events.
• Supporter working groups on key issues arising:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

EU Citizens in the UK (Euro Café and Settled Status)
Defending Democracy and Electoral Reform
Engagement / working with local Political Parties
Influencing others (outside of our bubble)
The Rejoin campaign

•
•
•
•
•

Caroline / Mailan
Len / Caroline
Katherine / Terry
Beth / Mailan
Peter / Adrian

7 Dec 8.00 – 9.30pm
8 Dec 8.00 – 9.30pm
9 Dec 8.00 – 9.30pm
10 Dec 8.00 – 9.30pm
11 Dec 8.00 – 9.30pm

• 7.30pm Wednesday 16th December – Join us for an online drink at the Remainiacs Arms

2021 Q1
•
•

Post Transition (?) - Develop our strategy informed by the working groups.
Berkshire for Europe AGM 22nd February to review our future strategy and organisation.
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Questions and Discussion
Group

Please put your name and the working
group number/title (s) you want to join
in the chat during questions
Invites and links will be sent to all
this week

Topic

Facilitated by

Date and Time

1

EU Citizens in UK (Euro Café and
Settled Status)

Caroline / Mailan

7 Dec 8.00 – 9.30pm

2

Defending Democracy and
Electoral Reform

Len / Caroline

8 Dec 8.00 – 9.30pm

3

Engagement / working with
local Political Parties.

Katherine / Terry

9 Dec 8.00 – 9.30pm

4

Influencing others (outside of
our bubble).

Beth / Mailan

10 Dec 8.00 – 9.30pm

5

The Rejoin campaign.

Peter / Adrian

11 Dec 8.00 – 9.30pm

